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Forget what the history textbooks told you about martyrdom being a thing of the past. Christians are

being persecuted and slaughtered today.Raymond Ibrahim unveils the shocking truth about

Christians in the Muslim world. Believers in Jesus Christ suffer oppression and are massacred at

the hands of radicals for worshipping and spreading the gospel of the Lord.Discover the true-life

stories that the media won't report in Ibrahim's Crucified Again: Exposing Islam's New War on

Christians.
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Sadly the history of how the West deals with expansionist tyrannical ideologies remains constant.

We tend to not believe them when they say they want to kill us. Remember Khrushchev? "We will

bury you." Today the Islamists are saying the same thing, yet hardly anyone believes them.During

the communist menace, Lenin famously spoke of the "useful idiots" in the West who do their work

and become their apologists. We have plenty of those today when it comes to Islam. But fortunately

we have had those who sounded the alarm about the ideology of bloodshed and death communism

was.Solzhenitsyn of course produced his famous Gulag Archipelago, documenting the hellhole of

life in the Soviet Union for dissenters, non-conformists and political prisoners. And there was

Armando Valladares' Against All Hope, the horrific account of his 22 years in Cuban prisons for

standing up for freedom.Fortunately we have the modern-day equivalent describing life under

totalitarian Islam, and how Christians are being horribly persecuted by this political ideology. It

should be a wakeup call to anyone under the illusion that Islam is a religion of peace, and that there



are just a few bad eggs spoiling an otherwise nice religion.Of course the useful idiots said the same

thing about communism. They had their heads in the sand and refused to believe that communism

was an evil ideology that can only be sustained by violence and murder. Islam is no different: it is a

religion of the sword. It spread by military conquest and it exists by terror and oppression.While

there is plenty of ugly persecution going on in the world, it is Islam which leads the way.

"Crucified Again: Exposing Islam's New War on Christians" by Raymond Ibrahim (April 2013), 322

pages. The author knows well of the sufferings of Christians at the hands of Muslim tormentors: he

learned Arabic from his Egyptian Coptic Christian parents, has traveled throughout the Middle East,

and his website maintains a blog of Islamic assaults against Christians, Jews and other mulhid, jahil,

gird, and generic kafirun.On , the "view inside" feature should be available, however, at the time of

this posting, it is just of the e-book Kindle version. This book is not a cut-and-paste posting of his

various internet columns; this isn't just a collection of newspaper clippings regarding tormented

Christians. Instead, it is a remarkably detailed and scholarly study [52 pages of notes alone!], of

Christian persecution (and at times near genocidal assault) throughout the Islamic world (as well as

in countries where Muslims have a strong presence).In Part 1: "Lost History": the author noted how

that within the first couple hundred years of Muhammad's jihad the Muslim umma islamiya had

conquered half of the Christian world. The author purveys Muhammad's holy book, the Qur'an, for

ayat that justify the superiority of Muslims to conquer non-Muslim al-dhimma.Part 2: "Islam's War

On Christian Worship": Here the author discusses the Islamic jurisprudence (usul al-fiqh) for

justifying Islamist curtailment of non-Muslim houses of worship, as well as the chastisement of their

congregation. Today's attacks against Christian churches can be traced back 1,400 years ago to

the Muslim conqueror of Jerusalem `The Conditions of Omar' (p. 33), and as expounded upon by

other 14th Century Islamist theologians (p. 35).

This is a well researched book and very timely as the persecution of Christians in the Islamic world

is proceeding at an alarming rate. The author says that the attacks on Christian churches in the

Muslim world are perhaps the most visible expression of Christian persecution under Islam. Muslim

mobs attack them and jihadists massacre them. The suffering has been ongoing for centuries but it

has intensified in the wake of the so-called "Arab Spring" and Obama's support has accelerated the

problem. In every single Islamic country that Obama has helped rebels and opposition forces to

topple the ruling secular regimes has made it worse for Christian population. In Libya under

Gaddafi, the Christian minority was free to practice their faith, but in the current socio-political



system where the al-Qaeda linked jihadists are destroying churches and kept then in constant fear.

The same story in Iraq, the year following the ousting of Saddam Hussein, jihadists went on a

church bombing spree, destroying countless churches and killing many Christians who, under

Saddam, were relatively well tolerated. The indigenous Christian population has been decimated

now. Missionaries are not welcome and Bible distribution is not tolerated. Islamic bullying is

repeated in Syria, which was secular under Assad but the so called "freedom-fighters" supported by

Obama are targeting Christians for killing, displacement, and hostage taking for ransoms. The

atrocities being committed are barbaric. The life for Christians in countries like, Yemen, Sudan,

Morocco, and Tunisia have also gone bad since the Arab Spring. The rise of Islam as a political

force has provided a great impetus for the enforcement of Sharia and apostasy laws.
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